


Need particular medical supplies for a visit to NYC? 

We can have them awaiting your arrival in your hotel room. 

Want the latest designer handbag that's been gone from the shelves for months? 

We'll find that, too!



Windsor Pharmacy has been family owned and operated since December 1945. 

It stands as one of the last, and best, examples of a time when courtesy, product 

knowledge and service with a smile were part of every customer's retail experience. 

To meet the needs of both our community and global clientele, we formed 

Windsor International -- filling custom requests and scouting hard-to-find products 

and services with the same white-glove handling that Windsor Pharmacy 

ddelivers each day.



Windsor International is where you'll find those unique items you want that 

may be seasonal and gone; trendy and out-of-stock; or once popular but now 

discontinued. We can even get those highly specialized products that are very 

niche and not readily available.

Through generations of retail maneuvering, we've developed thousands of 

manufacturing, supplier, distribution and commercial relationships.  As a result, 

wwe know where to source almost anything! 

With an attention to detail that begins from the moment you call or email - and 

runs past the point of your taking possession of your order, Windsor Int'l is your 

"go-to" for medical, durable goods, and luxury items and services

CONCIERGEPERSONALSHOPPEREXECUTIVEASSISTANTMERCHANT
ANDFULFILLMENTCENTER ALLINONE!



Though we specialize in medical

durable goods, we scout luxury items 

and services of almost every kind

MEDICAL&LUXURYITEMS

We source hard-to-locate items, then 

seamlessly deliver or ship them to clients 

both domestically and internationally

SOURCE&PURCHASE

Our reach is global with emphasis on the 

Gulf Region, Qatar,  United Arab Emirates, 

Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Europe

INTERNATIONALFULFILLMENT

Our white glove service means

your special items get to you in pristine

condition - on time, every time

WHITEGLOVESERVICE



eadler@windsorpharmacy.com
+1 212 247.1538


